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MY MRS. BROWN
By William Norwich
Simon & Schuster

Newly released by the highly regarded fashion writer 
and editor, My Mrs. Brown is an elegant and heart-
warming homage to real elegance, big dreams and the 
surprising power of the perfect dress. The novel tells 
the story of Emilia Brown, a cleaning woman in Ashville, 
Rhode Island. When the grand dame of Ashville passes 
away, Mrs. Brown is asked to take inventory of her  
estate. It is there that she finds it: a simple yet  
exquisitely tailored Oscar de la Renta sheath and jacket. Mrs. Brown has to have 
a set just like it, and so begins a remarkable adventure to obtain one—an outfit 
that will say everything she has ever wished to convey about her life and the 
secret burden she carries. Fans of the book can catch Norwich at Southampton  
Books—the former BookHampton at 16 Hampton Road, Southampton—on 
Friday, June 10, where he’ll read and discuss his new novel.

N O V E L  I D E A S  |  by K E L L Y  L A F F E Y

Bring Your Li terary Game to the Hamptons This Summer
TO THE BEACH!

THE SINGLES GAME
By Lauren Weisberger
Simon & Schuster

The New York Times bestselling 
author of The Devil Wears Prada 
is back with her latest book, The 
Singles Game, out on July 11. After 
a disastrous showing at Wimble-
don, America’s sweetheart, tennis 
star Charlotte “Charlie” Silver, 
turns her life around when she 
signs on with infamous coach Todd 
Feltner. The move catapults her 
into a world of celebrity stylists, private parties, charity 
matches aboard mega yachts and secret dates with 
Hollywood royalty. But is the life of a top-ranked tennis 
player all it’s served up to be?

1001 WALKS YOU MUST TAKE BEFORE YOU DIE
By Barry Stone and Julia Bradbury
Universe

After April showers and May . . . clouds? Summer and the warm weather are finally here! Take full advantage of  
the outdoors this season by exploring the world with 1001 Walks You Must Take Before You Die. The book reveals 
international country hikes, heritage trails, coastal strolls, mountain paths and city walks for a breathtaking guide  
of how to get on your feet and take in the beauty around you. 
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FIRST 
COMES 
LOVE
By Emily Giffin
Penguin Random 
House

#1 New York 
Times best-
selling author 
Emily Giffin—the 
writer behind the 
Hamptons-set  
Something  
Borrowed—will release First Comes Love, her 
latest novel, on June 28. As has become her 
signature style, Giffin continues along the 
path of telling compelling love stories without 
forgoing the complicated details that exist in 
real life. First Comes Love introduces readers  
to sisters Josie and Meredith Garland, whose 
relationship is shattered when tragedy 
strikes. Fifteen years later, as the anniversary 
of the tragedy approaches, the two women 
are forced to confront the issues that divide 
them, the choices they’ve made since and the 
bonds of sisterhood. ✦

HAMILTON: THE REVOLUTION
By Lin-Manuel Miranda and Jeremy McCarter
Grand Central/Melcher Media

Can’t get tickets to the sold-out musical? Sat front 
row but want to relive the experience? Look no further 
than Hamilton: The Revolution. The book brings  
readers behind the scenes of the runaway hit,  
interweaving stories of how the show was developed 
with the history of the titular character himself.

SHOE DOG: A MEMOIR BY  
THE CREATOR OF NIKE
By Phil Knight
Simon & Schuster

For the sports fans out there, Nike founder Phil Knight 
has just released his first memoir. The intrepid business 
magnate, who announced last year than he will step down 
as the chairman of the company, shares an inside look at 
Nike’s early days, and how an idea to import high-quality, 
low-cost running shoes from Japan turned Nike into one of 
the most profitable companies of the last five decades.
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